BEST PRACTICES- OLD TOWN PDX NIGHTLIFE (v.14)

The Old Town Hospitality Group and its Goals:
A group of vested hospitality business owners have united to form the Old Town Hospitality Group to
advocate for and work collectively to ensure a safe night time experience within our establishments.
We are interested in a pro-active approach to increase professionalism in the district by selfmonitoring and supporting new hospitality business owners in reducing problems. We will provide
global best practices for the nightlife community, create training and educational opportunities and
provide positive peer pressure in order to achieve and maintain these high standards. We will work
with the PPB, ONI, OTCTCA and various city groups to reduce crime, and prevent over consumption of
alcohol and violence in Old Town.
The goal of the best practices document, which is attached, is to define best practices for hospitality
establishment owners in Old Town and to assist in promoting customer safety and responsible liquor
service. The document will assist owners and managers in maintaining the safety of their
establishments, patrons and employees and in keeping the establishments free from illegal activity
including: over consumption, drug sales, underage drinking, violence and sexual assaults. The
document will also help promote safe and responsible liquor service and provide the tools to achieve
that in each establishment. This document is meant as a road map to guide owners and managers to
adopt safe practices and make sure we are all on the same page as a community to help promote a
safe and vibrant district.
Adopting these best practices as a general guideline for your business and requiring your staff to
acknowledge and respect them will help achieve the goals set forth above. However, all
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establishments operate under unique circumstances and special conditions and incidents may occur
which require alternative policies, procedures and responses. The adoption of this document is
intended to promote compliance with all City of Portland and State of Oregon laws and ordinances.
Any alleged violation of the Best Practices policies and procedures is not an assumption that the
venue did not act in the best interests of its staff and patrons. The Best Practices document is not an
agreement between the adopting establishments or the City of Portland and is not intended to set a
legal standard of practice or care as to any third party or persons bringing claims, or seeking civil
liability, against any establishment for any alleged violations of the Best Practices policies and
procedures
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A. General Safety
1. Fire Safety: The following is a list of recommendations for fire safety for all establishments
 Check exits to ensure clear pathways and working exit lights at the beginning of every shift
 Maintain proper cleaning and ½ yearly service on hoods and fire extinguishing systems
 Know your occupancy count
 Make sure staff knows all exits and extinguisher placement
 Make sure you staff understands how to implement the emergency evacuation plan
2. Emergency Evacuation and Exit plans: All establishments should have a written evacuation plan. All employees
should be trained on the plan and understand their specific responsibilities under the plan. The evacuation plan must
include clear communication to staff and patrons. All routes, exit plans and assembly areas must be well defined. Staff
members should be trained to act as coordinators/leaders and contacts once the evacuation assembly area is reached.
The establishment policy handbook should include:






Emergency evacuation plan
Exit plan – gradual staged exit at closing to ensure orderliness
Maintaining order outside your premises
Keeping patrons inside and safe if an incident occurs outside your premises
Plans for various scenarios, including fire, violent occurrences inside, earthquakes, bomb threats, outside
problems and/or violence (ie. gang shootings)

3. Communication: Each establishment should maintain good lines of communication with the police, industry
associates, landlords, neighbors and competitors. The communication strategy should be multi-layered. It is important
to maintain a list of important contacts within the neighborhood, including the office of neighborhood involvement,
Portland Police Bureau, OLCC and the fire marshal. If possible, the GM’s and/or security managers should have the
current first line of contact numbers in their phones. It is also important that you provide contact information to ONI &
PPB quarterly regarding persons in charge.
4. Person in Charge: Each establishment should designate a person in charge of the premises. The name and phone
number of the owner and the person designated to be in charge (if different) during the hours of operation should be
available to appropriate government agencies and neighbors in the area.
5. Emergency Contacts: It is recommended that each establishment have emergency contact information posted for
immediate use in case of emergency. This includes police officers on the entertainment detail, OLCC officers, CHIERS,
clean & safe & 911. Other important numbers are the District Attorney, Office of Neighborhood Involvement contact,
and the fire inspectors.
6. Employee Safety (leaving after a shift): It is recommended that all female employees be walked to their car or public
transportation by security personnel or another member of the staff. It is recommended that employees leave in groups
as well.
7. Lighting: It is recommended that the levels of lighting inside and outside the establishment are sufficient for
observation by security.
5

B. Security Plan
1. DPSST Certification: All security personnel primarily responsible for the safety of the customers, patrolling the floor,
monitoring entrance/exits and/or checking ID at the door must have current DPSST certification and be able to present
their current card to authorities upon request.
2. Uniforms: Security personnel should be easily identifiable and uniformly attired in order for patrons, other staff and
emergency responders to be able to spot security personnel immediately. Recommendations:




Jackets and/or shirts with SECURITY or STAFF on the front and/or back
Brightly colored jackets and/or shirts
Easily identifiable and uniform item of clothing (tie, pocket square) - In this case, work with PPB to let them
know how staff personnel can be identified

3. Ratio of Security Personnel to Customers: It is recommended that there be at least one (1) security guard for every
seventy five (75) customers. It is recommended that high volume nightclubs have a ratio of one (1) security guard to
every fifty (50) customers. Larger concert venues will staff appropriately based on the type of show and demographics of
the audience.
4. DPSST Executive Mgr & Supervisory Mgr: “Each business, employer or entity with private security professional staff
of at least one (1) person must designate an individual to perform the duties of an executive manager as described in
these rules. This provision applies to any business, employer or entity that provides private security services within this
state, regardless of whether the business, employer or entity is located in or out of this state.” (DPSST OAR 259-060-0130) It
is also recommended that there be at least one (1) DPSST certified supervisory manager for every nine (9) guards on
duty to assist in scheduling, supervising and ensuring all guards are in compliance with the state laws.
5. No Weapons: All security personnel and staff members will not carry, use or have on the premises a weapon of any
kind which includes but is not limited to guns, knives, mace, pepper spray, and batons. If your establishment uses
handcuffs, it is suggested that the DPSST certified supervisory manager be the only one to carry and use the handcuffs.
6. Security Staff Equipment- A sufficient number of security personnel should be provided radios/walkie-talkies and
flashlights by management. Those at the entrance and exits should also be provided dual tally counters to maintain in &
out capacity counts.
7. Security Training: All security personnel should be properly trained in the following categories upon hiring and once
per year as a refresher.









How to respond to an incident in your specific establishment
Legal use of force
De-escalation techniques
Pre-attack behavior predictors- what to watch for
Conflict management
Identifying fake ID’s
Crowd management
Over Service
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8. Cameras: It is recommended that properly working and maintained digital cameras be mounted in front of the
establishment (inside and outside), at all entry doors, within the establishment and outside of bathroom doors. The
location of all digital cameras should be part of a documented security plan. It is recommended that all cameras store
data for a minimum of 2 weeks and management is knowledgeable on how to review and record footage.
9. Closing/2:30am Exit Protocol: Each establishment should have security personnel outside the establishment at
closing time to help facilitate a smooth exit and point patrons in the direction they need to go. Security personnel should
be posted on the sidewalk outside the establishment to keep patrons moving out of the area and to keep the street and
side walk clear. Security should also remind patrons to keep their voices down and not disturb neighbors in the area.
Security should remain on post outside until the area around the establishment is clear of patrons.
10. NEIGHBORHOOD LIVABILITY (Responsibility for patrons outside of your establishment) “In 1989, the Oregon
Legislature passed a law that makes liquor licensees responsible for monitoring the behavior of customers outside as
well as inside their businesses. The law is designed to insure that restaurants, taverns and package stores that sell
alcohol don’t disturb their neighbors… The law focuses on businesses with serious and persistent problems caused by
customers who are noisy, disorderly or involved in illegal activities and the disturbances are related to the sale or service
of alcohol. Licensees are responsible for customer disturbances in the immediate vicinity of the premises. If the
problems are not brought under control, the OLCC may issue violation tickets or may refuse to renew the license.
Licensees must be aware of, monitor, and avoid the following problems, specifically stated in the law: obtrusive or
excessive noise, public drunkenness, fights altercations, harassment, unlawful drug sales, music or sound vibrations,
alcohol or related litter, trespassing on private property, public urination.” (OLCC Law Orientation for Retailers pg 18)
11. Outdoor Seating & Monitoring: Establishments with outside sidewalk seating permits should have a staff member
monitor the area. Patrons with drinks must be seated in the sidewalk café. In addition, noise restrictions apply to
outdoor seating and deck areas. It is your responsibility to monitor noise from patrons outside as well as noise from
music being played inside. Establishments with outside seating on a public sidewalk must obtain a sidewalk café permit
from the city. You can find the permit online at https://www.portlandoregon.gov/shared/cfm/image.cfm?id=186198
12. Incident Response: Each establishment should have a documented plan of how to proceed when a serious incident
occurs. Each establishment should maintain a list of all employees and independent contractors (such as DJ’s, promoters
and other entertainers) who are present on any individual night. Contact info for these employees should also be
maintained to aid in contacting them as part of a post-incident investigation. All staff should be trained as to when and
how to notify senior management and/or the police during and after an incident. Work to preserve video of people
inside and outside of your club on the night of the incident. Utilize the incident report form to preserve pertinent
information immediately after the incident occurs.
13. Logbooks and Incident Report Forms: It is recommended that each establishment maintain a log book to record
incidents. Incidents include details about cutting off visibly intoxicated persons, visibly intoxicated persons that weren’t
let in the establishment, violent incidents, or any incident that requires police involvement. Each logbook should remain
un-tampered (pages should not be ripped out or otherwise removed). It is recommended that incidents involving police
and/or more serious incidents should have a logbook entry AND an incident report to record additional pertinent
information. (See Addendum 1 for the incident report form). Basic information should include:


WHO: The names of persons involved (include physical descriptions of unidentified individuals, suspects, etc.)
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WHAT: Describe in chronological detail what happened (add police report # and police officers names if
applicable)
WHERE: Describe where the incident took place
WHEN: Date and approximate time
HOW: Report statements made to you and your own observations

14. Witnesses to an Incident: Witnesses should be encouraged to wait for police to arrive (if called) in order to assist in
the investigation or give security their information for the log books/incident report. At a minimum, they should be
asked to provide their identifying information so that they may be contacted by the police in the future. Establishments
should encourage employee witnesses to go to court and testify when requested, and pay wages to them for their time.
Employees shall follow up with the District Attorney to file complaints after an arrest and/or to press charges to avoid
the case being dismissed.

C. Security Practices
1 Use of Force:
Use of force is the last resort and only used when a person is in IMMINENT DANGER. Otherwise putting hands on a
customer is highly discouraged. The use of physical force upon another person, when not used in an effort to protect
customers, other employees or property, is not condoned and should not be tolerated at any time. Security personnel
must exercise discretion regarding the amount and type of physical force appropriate in a particular circumstance.
Security personnel, in exercising reasonable discretion, may respond to a physical attack and protect themselves and
others from physical harm by restraining the attacker until law enforcement arrives. If possible, however, security
personnel and/or employees should refrain from using physical force and instead obtain assistance of law enforcement.
When breaking up a fight or escorting customers from the bar, excessive force should never be used.
2. Queue Management: It is suggested that establishments that have queues outside designate security personnel to
walk and patrol the line to deter against disruptive or illegal activity. Line security assesses intoxication levels, dress
code, sidewalk clearance, behavior and checks for alcohol consumption outside the establishment. If individuals do not
refrain from disruptive behavior, violate dress code or are visibly intoxicated, ban their admittance. A stanchion permit
from the City of Portland “authorizes a business to place stanchions on the sidewalk in front of their business to ensure
that patrons waiting in line to enter the business do not interrupt the flow of pedestrian traffic.” This permit can also
help with trespass and liability issues in front of your establishment. You can find the line queue stanchion permit at
http://www.portlandonline.com/auditor/index.cfm?&a=405308&c=31911

3. Removal of aggressive patrons: Establishment policy and security plans should mandate that security separate and
remove all potentially violent patrons in a manner consistent with the law that is designed to prevent a continuation of
violent activity inside or outside the premises. Establishments must call 911 to report criminal activity and to report
serious medical emergencies such as drug overdose
4. Two (2) Person Walk-outs: When escorting a problem customer out, 2 security personnel should be involved for
safety and to have a witness to the process
5. Re-Entry Protocol: When re-entering, establishments should re-ID each customer and re-check their bags.
6. Occupancy Counts: Overcrowding contributes directly and indirectly to alcohol-related aggression and violence in
licensed establishments
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All security staff should know your occupancy rating
The occupancy rating should be clearly posted at the front of your establishment
Have a clear policy on occupancy count and enforce it consistently
Have security personnel keep in/out counts with clickers, including re-entries. If the in clicker and out clicker are
remote, security personnel should have an effective way of communicating numbers to each other.
The front door security personnel should be able to quickly inform the fire marshal of how many people are
currently in their establishment.
Make sure you count employees on duty as part of your occupancy count

7. Dress Code
 All establishments should post their dress code at the front entrance
 All security should be able to articulate the dress code to customers.
 All security should strictly and consistently enforce the dress code at all times so as not to discriminate
 Suggested dress code: No baggy clothes, no non-local athletic attire, no torn or soiled clothing, no gang attire or
colors, no bandanas, no plain white t-shirts
8. Bag Checks:
All bags should be searched upon entry to the establishment and again upon re-entry: Any bag larger than a wallet
should be searched. Security personnel should ask patrons to open their bag then use a flashlight to look inside. At no
time should security reach inside the bag, remove items or move them with their hand. If items must be moved inside
the bag for visibility, security should ask the owner of the bag to move the items while they observe using their light.
9. Pat Downs, Metal Detectors & Wands: If metal detectors, wands or pat downs are used, every patron should walk
through the metal detector, get wanded or patted down in accordance with establishment policy. VIP’s, DJ’s, promoters,
entourages, etc should not receive special treatment and should likewise be wanded or patted down
10. Coat Checks: It is recommended that large establishments, especially rock venues and dance clubs, utilize coat
checks. Ensure control and order is maintained in the coat check area, especially at closing time. Customers should be
encouraged by staff to check coats and bags so as to avoid theft.
11. Ejected patrons list: Identifying information on ejected and/or arrested patrons should be retained on a list within
the establishment. These patrons should not be allowed subsequent re-entry at any time.

D. Sexual Assault Prevention
1. Predatory Behavior Awareness:
a. Although a sexual assault may not occur within a nightlife establishment itself, management and employees can
help to prevent their premises from being exploited by sexual predators who may seek to take advantage of
vulnerable patrons. Alcohol consumption can be a strong contributing factor to the loss of judgment and failure
to perceive danger which can lead to a tragedy.
b. In a nightlife environment, certain patrons, primarily young females, are especially vulnerable to potential
attackers who may present themselves as friendly, seeking to getting to know them, buying them a drink or
otherwise displaying romantic interest. A common scenario is for an attacker to initiate an interaction in the
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premises and then persuade or invite the victim to leave with him. Employees should be attuned to behavior
that seems overly familiar, aggressive or seductive under the circumstances, especially if the potential victim is
visibly intoxicated or seems to be impaired.
c. Establishment personnel should call a vulnerable or impaired person a cab or otherwise watch as patrons leave,
to see if they are to be able to navigate safely. Security personnel at the door or maintaining order outside are
well positioned to observe when patrons leave. Note that predators may seek to get victims drunk or drugged,
encourage them to get some air, and then pull up in a car or hail a cab to take them away.
d. If establishment personnel sense that something is awry when a patron leaves with a person suspected of being
a potential predator, they should make it clear that they have noted the departure, communicating the fact that
the potential predator has been seen and the situation noted. Make a note of the circumstances, the description
of the parties, or any other information that could become relevant at a later time.
e. Ensure that storage areas and other restricted areas are kept locked and secured; any closed, darkened area
represents a potential danger.
f.

Perhaps most important, management and employees should trust their instincts regarding possible predatory
behavior they may observe; if something doesn’t seem right, it probably isn’t. Make notes of the observation,
for later reference if needed.

g. Notify law enforcement if any person exhibits predatory behaviors to help identify and escort the person from
your establishment.
2. Cameras & Bathroom Attendants: Regarding the prevention of assaults, it is encouraged that establishments have
cameras outside of both bathrooms (as recommended in Item B.8) that are continuously monitored or consider hiring
bathroom attendants.

E. Event Promoters & Party Buses
Promoters: Use precautions when dealing with promoters. Promoters should understand all club policies and their
actions should adhere to such policies.
1. Ensure promoters have a valid business license. Utilize fully executed contracts and get contact info from all
promoters. Don’t put your business at risk by turning it over to an unlicensed, inexperienced or unscrupulous
promoter- be sure to do your research.
2. Do not allow promoters to run your door, ID your customers, or collect cover charge. While it is the promoter’s
job to get as many people to your establishment as possible, the bar is liable for occupancy limits, contraband,
weapons, dress code, levels of intoxication, etc. Management should monitor the door and make it clear to
promoters that they are not to steer patrons around security in order to evade ID checks.
3. All guests of the promotional team must be treated as any other patron, consistent with the establishment’s
search and ID policies, without exception and including the promoters themselves, DJ’s and employees.
Party Busses: Be aware of “pub crawls” and “party busses.” Both of these bring large groups to your establishment at
once. In many cases, their patrons are extremely intoxicated. Suggested house policies on this:
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1. Tell the party prior to their arrival that intoxicated persons will not be let in
2. Ask the party to make sure the driver will be available to take visibly intoxicated patrons away from the
establishment
3. Establish a certain time period they may enter the establishment (ie. 9pm-11pm)
4. Only allow party buses who have made arrangements with the establishment in advance. No drive by business
5. Do not allow party buses to double park or block street traffic in any way

F. Age Verification
1. Minors:

Under no circumstance is a minor allowed in an establishment where the liquor license dictates “no minors at
any time” (underage musicians may be in a green room with security, be on stage while they are performing , then must leave the
premises)



Under no circumstances may a minor under 21 years of age be sold or served liquor, or be permitted to
consume liquor in establishments with minor restrictions on the license

2. Identification Guidelines





ID every customer who looks under the age of 26 entering the bar (It is recommended that establishments ID
every customer)
Know the OLCC’s acceptable forms of ID- There are only 4 forms of acceptable ID from customer’s entering the
establishment: state issued driver’s license, passport, military id and state issued ID card.
All ID must be current (not expired).
Cooperate with all OLCC arrests and police intervention regarding fake ID’s caught by the security staff.

3. ID protocol
Card EVERY person entering the bar who looks under 26 with the recommendation that EVERY person show ID. When
being presented an ID, require security personnel to confirm date of birth, expiration, visual confirmation, and level of
intoxication on every entrant. All entrants must be able to maintain eye contact, be capable of conversation, and
maintain balance.

G. Over Service
The burden of liability rests on the business owner with regards to over-service. State Law and common sense prohibit a
nightlife establishment from serving alcohol to a person who is visibly intoxicated or permitting someone else to serve
the intoxicated person.
1. Permits: All servers must have current/valid OLCC server permits available for immediate inspection when asked by
authorities.
2. Ongoing In-House Training: It is recommended that owners and managers provide yearly in house education above
and beyond the basic 5 year OLCC test regarding over-service, identifying visibly intoxicated persons and protocol and
tips for cutting off visibly intoxicated persons
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3. Line of Sight: All customers served a drink must be in the line of sight of the bartender/server. Drinks are not to be
served to people the bartenders or servers can’t see to assess their level of intoxication.
4. Identifying Visibly Intoxicated Persons: All employees should be highly aware of the signs of intoxication including
but not limited to the following:
 Thick, slurred speech
 Bloodshot, watery or glassy eyes
 Aggressive or belligerent behavior
 Balance unsteady, swaying, staggering or stumbling
 Difficulty making change or getting their ID out
 Disheveled clothing
5. House Rules Suggestions: Many of these house rules have been successfully implemented by establishments
currently in the Old Town neighborhood










Limit the number of drinks a customer can purchase. No stacking drinks
Limit type of drinks customers can purchase close to closing time.
Eliminate shots at last call or after a designated time period
Consider free cover coupons for those who are cut off and angry
Instead of announcing last call, do a slow-down of service
Consider limiting the number of different types of alcohol in one drink (i.e. No 4 liquor drinks: long islands,
AMFs)
Consider no doubles, only one drink per person
No consumption of alcohol not purchased on premises (with exceptions to establishments that allow unopened
wine to be brought onto the premises)
Offer free non-alcoholic beverages to designated drivers

6. Pour Count Expectations: Reduce the risk of over-service by having a standard pour count per shot expected from
each bartender.
7. Good Faith Effort: Staff should understand and utilize the “good faith effort” rule when cutting off visibly intoxicated
persons. According to the OLCC, the law defines a good faith effort as “placing your hand on the drink and trying to
remove it, or if you have reason to believe that touching the patron’s drink could cause disturbance, you must make a
verbal request to take the drink.” It is recommended to not engage in hostile or aggressive behavior. If a patron resists
giving you the drink, simply do not serve them again and write in the log book that you cut them off and attempted to
take the drink.
8. Drug Policy:
General Information
Ecstasy and Molly, in particular, have become closely associated with bar/nightclubs and places where people go to
dance.
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Policy
Drugs of any kind are prohibited on all of our premises. If security personnel have knowledge of drugs, they must
immediately remove the person(s) associated with the drugs. Security personnel have no legal right or obligation to
confiscate drugs from someone. If you remove a person from the premises, they must not remain near the
establishment. A best effort must be made to keep the person from loitering near your business. Notify law
enforcement if the person refuses to leave or stays in the area. If narcotics are present, notify law enforcement or OLCC
officers.
9. Alcohol Monitors: For special events such as street festivals or larger outdoor concerts, employ alcohol monitors to
help watch for visible intoxication and assist in cutting off patrons. (An Alcohol Monitor is a person in addition to alcohol
servers and security staff who monitors the sale, service, and consumption of alcoholic beverages to help ensure that
unlawful sales, service, and consumption of alcoholic beverages do not occur.)

H. Employees
1. Background checks and verification: It is suggested that all employees be background checked
2. Have Documented Training in Safety and Evacuation Plans
3. Have Documented Training in Discrimination and Sexual Harassment
4. General Behavior: It is recommended that each establishment identifies their employee expectations, has the
employee sign/date a general behavior agreement and keep the document in their employee files. (Suggested
examples)





no drinking on duty
no drug use on premises
no harassing customers about tips
no lying, stealing or cheating



maintaining confidentiality agreements

5. Contractors: Establishments should have contact info for all individuals contracted to provide operational services
such as DJ’s, bands, outside security companies, and promoters

I. Club Policies
1. Club Permits/Licenses: Keep business permits, licenses and registrations up to date and readily available. Licenses
that should be clearly visible are your Liquor License, Health License, Capacity count, pregnancy & alcohol signage,
minors signage, and born on or after this date.
2. Code of Conduct: The code of conduct for patrons should be posted at front entry. Patrons who violate them should
be removed from the establishment. If patrons resist or situations escalate, security staff should call PPD for assistance.
3. Neighbors Awareness: When an establishment has residential neighbors on the same block, they should post a sign
encouraging patrons to be quiet and sensitive to the neighbors when exiting
4. Trash Management: Each establishment is responsible to clean up the cigarette butts and trash left by patrons at the
end of the night outside of their establishments.
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5. Employee Permits: Make sure all staff has proper and current certification/licenses on them during their shift- make a
copy to keep in a permit book in the office as well. This includes OLCC server’s permits, food handler’s cards and/or
DPSST permits
6. Employee Handbook: An employee handbook should be in the premises at all times and should be distributed to all
employees. The handbook should incorporate the guidelines suggested in this document. The handbook should have
emergency evacuation plans and protocol. The handbook should also inform all employees how to handle situations that
arise frequently and which often lead to problems which include but are not limited to:










Visible Intoxication
Over Service
Illnesses or injuries
Fights
Patron refuses search
Disorderly patron
Fake ID
Drug use
Recovered weapon

J. Community Relations
1. Noise Compliance: Businesses that operate beyond the allowed noise limits will need to comply with allowable limits.
It is understood that amplified sound may emanate from within and outside a business. These businesses must be
responsible and make best efforts toward controlling that sound so that it falls within allowed limits. Noise complaints
may occur for businesses not holding to this requirement. When this occurs, the business should engage the
complainants in a professional manner. Work with them to lower the noise so it falls within legal limits.
2.Store Front Management: The exterior of a business is the first impression for a customer, tourist, neighbor, or visitor
to Old Town. It is important for the business to be aware of the cleanliness of their exterior. Where applicable and
when capable, cleaning and maintenance should be performed on a regular basis to affect the best possible impression
for that business and the surrounding area.
3. Housing Relations: In some areas there is housing nearby that may be affected with quality of life issues related to
businesses that attract many people. A working relationship between the business and the housing is strongly
encouraged with an open dialogue and collaborative efforts to minimize impact. Some types of efforts could include but
are not limited to; providing management/business phone numbers for them to call when issues occur. Create an open
dialogue between the business and housing to have clear understanding of expectations between both. Conduct followup meetings to confirm compliance to agreements written or verbal.
RESOURCES












Handbooks/Policy & Procedure from various bars & nightclubs in Old Town
House rules from various bars & nightclubs in Old Town
Various meetings and roundtables of the Old Town Hospitality Group
New York Nightlife Association’s Best Practices for Nightlife Establishments
Providence, Rhode Island’s Best Practices: Providence Nightlife
Seattle.gov’s Nightlife Handbook
Toronto Entertainment District’s Nightlife Establishments Best Practices
San Francisco Entertainment Commission’s Safety & Security Best Practices for Nightlife Establishments
DC Best Practices for Nightlife Establishments
Responsible Hospitality Institute
OLCC Law Orientation for Retailers
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Initial Incident Report
Part One: Initiation-To be completed by the Person Involved in the Incident.
Name of Person Completing Report:_____________________ PSID: _______________
Report Start Date:___________Time Report Started:_________am/pm
Date of Incident:____________Time of Incident:____________am/pm
Part Two: Incident Details
Type of Incident (check all that apply): __Injury __Fall __Altercation __Fire __Cut __Assault__Theft from
Employee __Theft from Customer __Other (specify)_________
Location of Event:_________________________________________________________
Known Injuries (list all injuries by victim):
__________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Witness or person involved (list name, address, phone number, m/f, ethnicity, height, weight, hair color, DOB,
and relationship to the parties involved):
__________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Witness or person involved (list name, address, phone number, m/f, ethnicity, height, weight, hair color, DOB,
and relationship to the parties involved):
__________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Medical Attention Provided: ___Yes ___No___First Aid ___Hospital Admission
Police Department Assistance: ___Yes___No Officers Name:_________________
Police Report Tracking Number:___________________________________________
Incident Details (describe the incident, in your own words, circumstances leading up to the incident, what
happened during the incident, what happened after the incident and any other pertinent information):
________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Part Three: Supervisory/Incident Commander Review-To be completed by the Facility Supervisor or the
Incident Commander.
Signature of Supervisor/Incident Commander:_________________________________
Date that the Report was Received:_____Time that the Report was Received____am/pm.
Describe the steps taken to preserve evidence (if
required):__________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Describe any and all initial actions taken to prevent a recurrence of the
incident:_________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Part Four: Level of the Incident (check all that apply):
__Level 1 (death)
__Level 2 (injury to customer)
__Level 3 (injury to employee)
__Level 4 (interior property damage)
__Level 5 (exterior property damage)
Closing Statement (if any):
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Signature: ___________________________

Date: ___________________
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